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Abstract

Various experimental observations of the magnetic-field-induced superconductor-insulator transition are described
and compared with different theoretical models: one based on boson-vortex duality, next exploring the properties of
granular superconductors and the third analyzing effect ofthe superconducting fluctuations in the magnetic field at low
temperature. All the models point to the existence of pairwise electron correlations at the Fermi-level of the insulator.
These so-called localized pairs should vanish in high magnetic fields. The localized pairs apparently come from the
parity effect in ultrasmall quasigrains-local minima of the random potential which can admit only small limited
number of electrons.
O 2004 Elsevier B.V. All riehts reserved.
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When superconductivity is destroyed by
changing some parameters, either intrinsic (carri-
ers density, level of disorder) or extrinsic (magnetic
field) ones, the material can turn not only into
normal metal but into insulator as well. We'll
discuss here magnetic-field-induced superconduc-
tor-insulator transitions (SIT). A system of delo-
calized electrons is characterizedby the product of
the Fermi-wavevector and mean free path tpl.
If the carrier density in the material is low and
the level of disorder is high, so that kpl x I and
the material would be on the insulating side of the
metal-insulating transition if it were not for the
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superconductivity, then the magnetic field may
turn the superconductor into insulator. The main
sign of SIT is the fan-like set of the resistance
curves R(7): they go down with decreasing of the
temperature at fields below the critical, B 4 8.,
and go up at fields B ) 8".

The list of materials which display this kind of
behavior contains amorphous Mo.,Ge1-, [] and
Mo.,Si1-, [2] films, amorphous InO, films [3,4],
ultrathin films of Be [5], crystalline films of
Nd2-.,Ce,CuO4+y16,7l and of TiN" [8]. Two typi-
cal examples of such sets of curves relevant to
different limits are presented in Figs. I and 2. In
Nd2-,Ce.,CuOa*n (Fig. l), the growth of the
resistance on the non-superconducting side of the
field-induced SIT with decreasing temperature is
below l0%; this reminds rather a metal with
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Fig. l. Experimental set of curves for crystalline Ndz-,Ce,-
CuOa*, films [7]. At fields above B" the resistivity changes are
below lfflo. Two upper curves cross at low temperatures (see
enlarged part of this plot below, on Fig. 4(b)).

All the transport data in the above-listed
experiments were interpreted as SIT in two-
dimensional (2D) electron systems. For the sys-
tems with comparatively trifling growth of the
resistance (Mo1-*Ge1-", Mo"Si1-", Ndz-"Ce,-
CuOa1"), this interpretation is based on scaling
hypothesis [0] which asserts that the metallic
ground state is prohibited for 2D-systems and that
only insulating and superconducting ground states
are possible. Hence the film states which do not
display tendency to become superconducting, i.e.
those with low-temperature derivative 0R/07 < 0,
should be accepted as insulating.

The theoretical model of 2D-SIT which was
suggested in [1,12] appeals to similarity of two
kinds of bosons: Cooper pairs and vortices, called
the boson*vortex duality. The model considers the
insulating phase as a condensate of vortices with
localized Cooper pairs just as the superconducting
phase is a condensate of Cooper pairs with local-
ized vortices. The fanlike set of the resistance
curyes R(Z) is an essential yield of this theory. The
insulating phase which appears as the result of
such SIT is rather specific; it contains pairwise
correlations between the localized electrons as the
remnant of the superconducting pairing. It is
called the Bose-insulator [3] and the correlated
electrons are referred as localized electron pairs.
Of course, existence of such specific insulator
should be confirmed experimentally. Though the
theory [1,12] describes only vicinity of the SIT
and studies transport only inside the critical region
on the (I, B)-plane, the confirmation came from
high field region, well above the critical field 8".

In most cases, the fan-like shape of the set of
R(7, B : const) curves is accompanied by the
negative magnetoresistance (NMr) in higher fields
on the insulating side of the SIT, far away from the
critical region lB-B"l (.B". In Fig. l, the NMr
looks as crossing of two upper curves at low
temperatures. It is demonstrated in detail in Fig.
3(a) and (b) for InO" films with higher resistance.
Noteworthy that total reduction of the resistance
in high fields is always of the same order of mag-
nitude as its initial uprise above R".

The NMr has been studied and explained both
experimentally tl5l and theoretically tl6l for
granular superconductors. Superconducting gap in
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of high-
resistive amorphous InO, films at different magnetic fields [4].

quantum conductivity corrections than an insula-
tor. Amorphous InO, represents the opposite
limit. Depending on non-stoichiometry parameter
3 - x, uprise of the low-temperature resistance
may be of 50o/o, or may be almost l0-fold as on
Fig.2, or may even reach more than five orders of
magnitude in the temperature interval 0.07-l K [9]
with typical for an insulator exponential temper-
ature dependence of the resistance. In all cases,
there exists a critical value of the magnetic field B"
at which the resistance does not depend or almost
does not depend on temperature, R(?) = const :
R".
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Fig. 3. Set of isotherms R(I: const,B) for amorphous lnO,
films [4]. In the fields region I the material remains super-
conducting, label III marks the NMr region. (a) Magnetic field
normal to the film. The theory [1,12] relates to the vicinity of
the boundary between the regions I and II. (b) Magnetic field
parallel to the film (see discussion at the end of the paper).

the spectrum of grains leads to exponentially small
number of excitations at low temperatures inside
the grains, and hence to exponentially small one-
particle intergrain tunneling current. When this
tunneling process controls the total resistance, the
granular material behaves as insulator. The mag-
netic field destroys the gap, increases one-particle
intragrain density of states at the Fermilevel and
reduces the tunneling resistance and hence the
resistance of the granular material as a whole,

There is intrinsic similarity between the basic
concepts of the scaling theory for Bose-insulator
[11,12] and of the theory for granular supercon-
ductor [6]: pairs localized in the disordered
materials and Cooper pairs quasilocalized inside
grains; the strong magnetic field destroys pairwise
correlations in the Bose-insulator and the super-
conductivity inside the grains in the granular
insulator. But neither theory can be applied di-
rectly to NMr in homogeneously disordered
materials. The theory [11,12] relates only to the
vicinity of the SIT, the NMr happens beyond the
range of its action. And expansion of the theory
developed for granular materials to the homoge-
neously disordered ones is far from obvious.

The progress came from the recent paper by
Galitski and Larkin [7]. They succeeded in
extending calculations of the superconducting

fluctuation corrections 6o to the conductivity of
2D superconductors to the low temperature 7 (
4(0) and the high magnetic field .B ) B"z(0). The
correction 6o includes Aslamazov-Larkin, Maki-
Thompson and density-of-states (DOS) terms. In
the dirty limit it can be written in the form

6 o :

( l )

where ry' is digamma-function, y : (ll2y')(blt),
l' : et : 1.781 is the exponential of Euler's con-
stant, and t: TlT"o ( I and b: (B - B"z(f))l
B"z(0) < I are reduced temperature and magnetic
field. The particular feature of this expression are
the negative terms. They originate from the
depression of DOS g near the Fermi-level by fluct-
uative pairing of carriers. This becomes important
if disorder and magnetic field make ineffective the
transport by Cooper pairs. The remaining trans-
port depends on the DOS. The magnetic field op-
presses the pair correlations and increases the DOS
at the FermiJevel; this leads to growth of the
conductance, i.e. to the NMr.

To compare the expression (l) with experiment
we shall revisit Fig. I and present in Fig. 4(b) the
low-temperature part of the set of R(B) curves for
Nd2-,Ce.-CuOa-;r. The curves R(B) measured at
2.85 and 3.18 T both show at least tendency to the
superconducting behavior at the lowest available
temperature. The curves at 3.5 T and even at 4 T
may be a maximum at lower temperature but the
curve at 5 T certainly not. So we have the se-
quence: the superconducting state (B < 3.5 - 4
T)-the non-superconducting state (B :5 T)-the
state with NMr (B :7 T). Uncertainty in the
critical field B. is not of vital importance.

To make the theoretical expression suitable for
the comparison, Aronov-Altshuler quantum cor-
rection 644o: -("'lDln(TlT.) from the diffu-
sive channel typical for normal metals was added
[7] to the formula (l):

o: oo* 6o(8, rl - *lhelT.) (2)
n

(here a and Z- are adjustable parameters; allowing
for a * I we make flexible the relation between the

100

#rl- ^; - *+ tt) + 4(r{t' (r)- t )],
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Fig. 4. Comparison of (a) the set of curves derived from the
theory [7] and (b) the experimental set for crystalline
Ndz-,Ce"CuO+" films. Panel (b) is an enlarged part of the plot
from Fig. I (from [7]).

contributions from Cooper and difrrsive channels;
the latter is assumed to be field independent). One
can see in Fig. 4 remarkable resemblance in qual-
itatively distinguishable features of panels (a) and
(b)-there is separation between low field curves
which "bend down", and high field which "bend

up"; there is also high field NMr at low tempera-
ture.

So, the SIT experiments are approached from
different sides by three theoretical models based on
the boson-vortex duality |l,l2l, on granularity
p6l, and on superconducting fluctuations [7]. A1l
three lead to similar conclusion: the specific insu-
lator with pairwise correlations near the Fermi-
level does exist.

Superconducting fluctuations may stimulate the
electron localization. This can be demonstrated
by the same trick as that used by Larkin and
Khmel'nitskii [8] to determine the position of the

crossover from logarithmic to exponential tem-
perature dependence in non-superconducting 2D
electron gas, with only diffusive channel being
important. The crossover temperature 7oo was esti-
mated [8] from the relation os x (e2lh)ln Zs6 as

T* - 3!-"-zt*rtt, (3)
kel

*h"r. ," was the Fermi energy [8]. Acting in
the same manner and equating the right part of the
relation (2) to zero, one gets temperature ?"0 of the
crossover to bosonic insulator state as the function
of the magnetic field. The values of ft near max-
ima turn to be much larger then foo Gig. 5).

Similar results were obtained by numerical
simulations [9,20]. It was demonstrated that the
attractive interaction stimulated localization by
combining single particles into pairs. This effect
happened in 3D as well [20]. This was the second
indication that SIT could exist in 3D materials; the
first one followed from the model of supercon-
ducting grains. The possible dimensionality of the
Bose-insulator is the next request to the experi-
menters.

All experiments [-8] were done with films. It
is usually difficult to say whether a film is thick
enough to be considered as 3D. For instance, the
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Fig. 5. Crossover temp€rature 7no for several reduced values of
the mean free path / calculated by equating to zero the right
part of the Eq. (2) for the fields values up to B:l.2B"z(0).
Dotted lines qualitatively designate the asymptotic parts of the
curves. Horizontal lines approximately mark levels of ?"oo de-
rived for the same values oftp/ [7].
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thickness of 200 A of InO" films in experiments
[4,14] was much larger than the mean free path
I x l0 A, but apparently slightly less than the su-
perconducting coherent length (. The model based
on the boson-vortex duality can be applied only to
2D-systems. But just necessity of this duality can
be checked in experiment. Revisiting Fig. 3 one
can see that the behavior of isotherms R(B) is
qualitatively the same with the field normal and
parallel to the film. But in parallel field the vortices
cannot be treated as particles and the duality
principle does not work. Hence NMr and pairwise
correlations of localized electrons have more gen-
eral origin.

Qualitative model of the 3D localized pairs can
be proposed when exploring the low-size limit of
the granular material. A grain of size a has level
spacing 6e r (ga3)-t' it retains superconductivity
until 6e remains less then the superconducting gap
A*. In the opposite limit of ultrasmall grains
6e ) /.", the superconductivity is replaced by the
parity effect. For an isolated grain this effect was
calculated in [21]. A level in the grain occupied by
two electrons has energy less by

lo x 6el ln(6e// . . )  (6e )  / . . ) ,  (4)

than when it is occupied only by one electron. This
would mean a Eap lp in one-particle spectrum for
the multitude of such grains: when hopping from a
double-occupied level, the electron has to provide
the left one with energy /0. Sure, this is only a
rough notion but it can be used as a starting point
in describing homogeneously disordered insulator
with pairwise electron correlations.

To summarize, field and temperature depen-
dence of superconducting fluctuations describe
negative magletoresistance of 2D-materials with
moderate resistivity at fields above the critical field
.8"; these fluctuations may stimulate localization in
the magnetic field. This supports the model of pair
localization in the process of superconductor-
insulator transition in high-resistive materials
which follows from the idea of 2e-boson-vortex
duality. Granularity of the superconductors leads
to the same transport phenomena: to the super-
conductor-insulator transition and to the negative
magnetoresistance; hence granular and homoge-
neously disordered high-resistive materials are

hardly distinguishable. Pair localization appar-
ently can be derived from the parity effect in
ultrasmall quasigrains of a 3D disordered material.
This would result in the gap at the Fermi-level in
the spectrum of one-particle excitations.
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